
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Battle 2 

Battle 1 

If Case dies, Bryce joins in the 

following installment. 

If Renée dies, Francois joins in the 

following installment.  

If Case 

dead 

If else 

Battle 3 

 

Acquire: Jianyu, Case 

 

Acquire: Doc, Ricardo, 

Gaspar, Quinn 

 

INSTALLMENT   I – The Emerald Haven 

Jianyu is 

ambushed 

and easily 

overwhelmed 

during the 

attack on the 

Iris. 

Jianyu and 

case make a 

valiant effort 

but are 

caught during 

their escape. 

The shipment 

is stolen by 

the local 

mob. Return 

to Doc. 

Secondary characters chime into 

conversations from time to time. If 

killed off, their lines are either passed 

on to a character with whom they 

have a connection, or are removed 

altogether. 

Blue Ruin Flowchart 
Jovan Ellis - 2012 

Jianyu is offered a well-

paying job and a ship to 

go along with it. He wants 

to find the starship 

Hyperion. 



 

 

  

If Doc 

dead 

If else 

Battle 4 

 

Acquire: Senichi, Tai Pei 

(optional) 

 

Battle 5 

 

Half a map is 

found. The 

shipment is 

delivered. It 

was revealed 

to be free 

medicine for 

the poor. 

Half a map is 

found. 

Doc delivers 

the shipment. 

Jianyu buries 

Case. 

Half a map is 

found. The 

shipment is 

delivered. It 

was believed 

to be 

weapons.  

The mob is 

stopped from 

trying to 

destroy the 

Neros dome. 

If Case 

dead 

Ending – Jianyu and the remaining crew get in trouble with authorities for being 

affiliated with the mob and leave Neros. They head for Leryess, believing a city so 

technologically advanced should give them a clue to the other half of the map 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

INSTALLMENT   II – The Silent Faith 

Battle 1 

If Case 

/Bryce dies If Doc dies 

If Doc dead 

The crew is 

welcomed 

with open 

arms. Local 

protestors 

(The Artists) 

are harassing 

citizens. 

If else 

The crew is 

regarded as 

suspicious. 

Local 

protestors 

(The Artists) 

are harassing 

citizens. 

 

If Case / 

Bryce dead 

The Artists 

leave the 

crew alone, 

until Jianyu 

says 

something 

about their 

actions. 

If Doc dead 

The Artists try 

to recruit the 

crew, and are 

only 

assaulted 

after the crew 

refuses. 

If else 

The crew is 

mistaken as 

supporters of 

the 

parliament. 

They are 

attacked by 

the Artists. 

Battle 2 

Acquire: The Singer 

 

The next clue is on 

Leryess. End parliament 

regulation or help the 

resistance. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

If Case / 

Bryce dead 

If Doc dead If else 

Battle 3a Battle 3b 

If Artists -  

Acquire:  Angel, Falcon 

 

The Artists 

derail 

parliament 

regulation. 

The 

parliament 

stifles the 

Artist 

resistance. 

Battle 4a Battle 4b 
If Artists - 

Acquire: Sian 

 

Jianyu helps 

The Singer 

and the 

Artists. 

Jianyu helps 

parliament. 

Jianyu has the 

choice of 

helping the 

parliament or 

the Artists. 

If Parliament -  

Acquire:  Knives, Rose, 

Lose: The Singer 

 

If Parliament - 

Acquire: Cael 

 

Ending a – The parliament collapses under the 

social unrest. Leryess falls into anarchy, but the 

arts and individual expression return. Jianyu 

uses the technological resources to find that the 

next piece of the map is on Irima. 

Ending  b - The parliament regains control of 

Leryess. All art is terminated unless approved by 

the parliament. Society, as a whole, prospers. 

Jianyu uses the technological resources to find 

that the next piece of the map is on Irima. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INSTALLMENT   III – The Fractured Sky 

Battle 1 

The police 

force tries to 

suppress rage 

rioting. 

Everyone is 

haunted by 

nightmares, 

including the 

Crew. 

Acquire: Renée, Natasha, 

Eve, Marc, Laurent 

Temp lose: All former 

living characters 

 

 

Battle 2 

Acquire: All former living 

characters 

Temp lose: Renée, 

Natasha, Eve, Marc, 

Laurent 

 

A man aids 

the crew by 

telling them 

the police 

have the 

other half of 

the map. 

If Renée 

dead 

Renée is 

honored at a 

ceremony. A 

man tells the 

crew the 

police have 

the other half 

of the map. 

 

If else 

A man tells 

the crew the 

police have 

the other half 

of the map. 

The Singer 

recognizes 

the man 

Blue’s envoy. 

If The 

Singer dead 

The final map piece is on 

Irima. Something is 

causing people to be 

driven mad by constant 

nightmares. 



 

 

  

Battle 3a Battle 3b 

Acquire: Natasha, Eve, 

Marc, Laurent, Renée (if 

survived) 

 
Renée dead 

The source of 

nightmares is 

discovered. 

The crew is 

held for 

questioning. 

They go to 

stop it. 

Else 

The source of 

nightmares is 

discovered. 

The crew 

head to go 

end the thing 

causing them. 

 

Battle 4 

Acquire: Kat, Victor, 

Carles (optional) 

 

Ending – A large device spawning electronic drones capable of producing sickening 

sound waves is discovered and destroyed. The crew is given the other half of the map 

as a reward for their work. The map is written in an old Ver’palish language. The crew 

heads to Ver’pal. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Battle 1 

If Case 

dead 

If else 

If Renegades - 

Acquire: Everett, Isaac, 

Margaret, Leon 

 

INSTALLMENT   IV – The Wilted Rose 

The crew 

searches the 

town for an 

Old Ver’palish 

interpreter.  

Case’s story is 

revealed. 

They go to 

Case’s 

mansion. 

Battle 2a 

 

Battle 2b 

 
If Law - 

Acquire: Alicia, Glenn, 

Bryce 

 

A three-way 

fight begins 

outside. 

Siding with 

the 

Renegades 

gains their 

allegiance. 

A three-way 

fight begins. 

Siding with 

the Law gains 

their help. 

Bryce is 

acquired if 

not already. 

 

If AzureCorp - 

Acquire: None 

 

If the player 

sides with 

AzureCorp, 

the Law and 

the 

Renegades 

unite to 

temporarily 

put an end to 

company 

regulations. 

The man who can 

interpret the map is on 

Ver’pal. A big company is 

grotesquely sacrificing 

citizens to save the 

colony. Blue’s envoy tries 

to hinder your efforts. 



  Battle 3a 

 

Battle 3b 

 

Battle 3c 

 

If Renegades - 

Acquire: September 

 If Law - 

Acquire: Clive 

 

 

If AzureCorp - 

Acquire: Robo-Jianyu 

 

The next 

battle will be 

fought 

against 

AzureCorp, 

Blue’s envoy, 

and a killer 

robot. 

 

VS the full force of 

the Law and 

Renegades. Robo-

Jianyu is the most 

powerful unit in 

the game.  Will 

betray unless Case 

is dead. 

If Case 

Dead 

If else 

Battle 4 

 

Battle 4b 

 

Battle 4c 

 

Ending – Blue’s envoy and Robo-Jianyu are slain. 

The Law and the Renegades never truly resolve 

their differences. The water harvesting has 

stopped. An Old Ver’palish interpreter emerges. 

Ending – Robo-Jianyu slays Blue’s envoy in 

battle. The Law and Renegades retreat; water 

harvesting is suspended.  An Old Ver’palish 

interpreter emerges. 

Ending – Robo-Jianyu, Blue’s envoy, and most of 

the Rebels and the Law are killed. The water 

harvesting continues. An Old Ver’palish 

interpreter is found in the aftermath. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Battle 1a* 

Renée 

Acquire: Jacques, 

Catherine, Armin 

 

INSTALLMENT   V – The Crystal Snow 

Battle 1b* 

The Singer 

Battle 1c* 

Case 

Battle 1d* 

Doc 

The Ambassador (a small 

ship from Irima) informs 

the crew that Blue is on Z. 

Characters are separated 

and divided into groups 

led by a different main 

character. (If living) 

If all main 

characters 

are dead, a 

scene will 

show the 

crew 

wandering 

the city, 

eventually 

finding 

Jianyu. 

Battle 2a* 

Renée 

Battle 2b* 

The Singer 

Battle 2c* 

Case 

Battle 2d* 

Doc 

Jianyu is 

confronted. He is 

revealed to have 

been Emerson 

Blue. Everyone 

was a pawn in his 

plan from the 

beginning. Are 

you with him or 

against him? 

The Hyperion is on Z.  

So is Emerson Blue.  



 Battle 3a 

Order 

Battle 3b 

Chaos 

Game Ending a – Those with an Order alignment will 

fight on the side of Case (or any other Order 

prominent character). The player must defeat 

Jianyu. The Chaos crew can be spared or converted 

if possible. Anyone can die. If successful, the Chaos 

members are captured or incapacitated. Jianyu is 

alone. The Order members spare him and try to 

take the Hyperion, abandoning Jianyu on Z. Jianyu 

quick-draws, but, for once, he isn’t fast enough and 

is shot down. The crew leaves his body in the ruined 

city and assaults the ground above it, permanently 

burying Emerson Blue and the Hyperion. 

Game Ending b – Those with a Chaos alignment 

will fight on the side of Jianyu. The player must 

eliminate or convert every Order character. 

Anyone can die. If successful, the Order members 

are defeated. Jianyu takes the Hyperion, leaving 

the Chaos members on the cold planet to die. He 

destroys the Iris and the Ambassador on his way 

off. The ground above the underground city is 

seen shaking as the surviving crew runs, in vain. 

With evidence of his existence gone, Blue fades 

away into obscurity yet again. 

Surviving Character Epilogues 


